
THIS INSTRUCTION BOOKLET CONTAINS IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION. PLEASE READ AND KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

USER’S MANUAL
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Assemble Diagram

1. Please install the ski board on the left and right bottom
of the frame. (step 1)

2. Please tight the screw connected with ski board to
frame. (step 2)

3. Use 4 screws to fix the plastic seating panel to the
frame. (step 3)

4. Insert the steering shaft into steering hole. (step 4)
5. Fix the steering cover to the steering shaft. (step 4)
6. Connect front ski board with the steering shaft through

steering cover. (step 4)
7. Tighten the screw on the front ski board, steering cover

and also those on the Steering shaft. (step 4)
8. Connect the wheel and the steering shaft. (step 5)
9. Tighten the screw that connected the wheel and steering

shaft. (step 5)
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User manual of snow racer
Thanks for choosing our snow racer. For the maximum utility of the
Product and the great pleasure acquired from playing with the product, 
Please take some time to read through this manual before using it. You are
supposed to follow the instruction without missing points.
Installation
Please prepare following tools for the installation of the snow racer:
hexagon wrench, and cross screw driver. please install the snow racer
according to the consequence of the illustration.
Tips for the driving
Please take seat on the plastic seating panel; grasp the steering wheel; let 
your feet relaxed on the ski board; keep your sight looking straight;
turn the wheel to your desire direction. When decelerate needed, please
trample on the brake steps slightly and surely grasp the wheel. The
simple and effective brake system will systemic give deceleration according 
to the strength you trample on the brake.
Max Load
The maximum load of the racer is 75 kg!!
Applicability
Only can be used on the surface covered with snow of the thickness more
than 30mm!!
Warning and Safety Instruction
This product is special design for the age elder than 4 years. It is prohibit
that the user is below 48-month!!Children must be under the guidance of the
adult in using it. Please ride it with helmet and gloves.
Please do not ride in bad weather and load exceeds the limitation as specified.
Riding on the slope with the grade bigger than 35 degree is prohibit.. 

Installation
Step1.plsase install the ski board on the left and right bottom of the frame.(1)
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Frame
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4 screw holes for fixing
Plastic seat panel

The screw hole
For fixing board
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Step 2:please tight the screw connected with ski board to frame.(2)

 

 Step3:Use 4screws to fix the plastic seating panel to the frame.(3)

Step 4:Fix the front ski board on the steering shaft and make sure the

screw connected with.(4.5.6.7)
Steering shaft

Step 5:Firstly insert the steering shaft into the steering hole on theframe.Then put
the shaft cover on the steering shaft. Finally insert the wheel into shaft.(8.9)

Step 6:Try to trample the brake

Step 8: Fix the string on the front ski board

The hole for Brake fixing

⑧

The screw holes fixing the front ski board
Front ski board

Steering wheel 

Steering shaft hole
The screw hole for fixing wheel    

The hole for fixing the spring

⑦

Step7:Hook the spring on this position connected with frame
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